Objective: To investigate attentional bias toward happy and sad faces in remitted depressed (RD) patients compared with healthy control (HC) subjects. Methods: This cross-sectional study enrolled RD patients and sex-and age-matched HC subjects. Eye movement data were acquired for all study participants while free viewing a 2 Â 2 matrix of emotional faces. The attentional bias toward different emotional faces and whether the attention maintenance components generated attentional bias in the RD patients were analysed by comparing the attentional modes of the RD group with the HC group. Results: A total of 27 RD patients and 27 HC subjects were analysed in this study. The RD and HC groups exhibited no significant differences toward first fixation location and initial attentional maintenance. In later attentional maintenance, the RD group showed significantly less attentional bias toward happy faces, but there were no significant differences in their attentional bias toward sad faces, compared with the HC group. Conclusions: This present study showed that the negative attentional bias of RD patients was successfully eased, but their positive attentional bias was still insufficient.
Introduction
Numerous studies have shown that patients with depression exhibit attentional bias for negative information and that this negative attentional bias exhibits two important attributes: (i) one is a primary presence for mood-congruent information, i.e. only the depression-related negative information (sadness or dysphoria) causes the excessive attentional processing in depressed patients; 1 and (ii) another is that this negative attentional bias occurs at the later attentional stage rather than the early attentional stage. [2] [3] [4] [5] Patients with depression also lack attentional bias for positive information, 6 most likely because their positive emotional processing defects lead to reduced sensitivity of the exogenous system to reward stimuli and thus attentional orientation defects for positive stimuli. 7 In other words, the attentional biases of patients with depression involve excessive negative attentional bias but insufficient positive attentional bias. In contrast, the attentional bias of mentally healthy individuals involves an attentional bias toward positive information and the attentional avoidance of negative information. 6, 8, 9 The greater attentional processing bias toward positive information and the lesser attentional processing of negative information in mentally healthy and nondepressed individuals increases their potential pleasure, generating a positive 'protective bias' for cognitive psychology that is absent in depressed individuals. 10 Furthermore, the extended accumulation of this absence ultimately causes negative cognitive schemata and yields a self-attribution of negative events, leading to the occurrence and maintenance of a depressive mood. 11 The remission of depression is an important stage in the depression recovery process. Results from studies of the attentional biases of patients with remitted depression (RD) have been inconsistent and unassertive, which has led to confusion and adverse impacts on further treatment and rehabilitation. 3 In general, there are two different viewpoints. One thought is that the negative attentional bias in RD patients is improved and eased. For example, a study that used the emotional Stroop colour-naming task, found that patients suffering depressive episodes showed negative attentional bias, whereas RD patients did not. 12 Two other studies both demonstrated that RD patients showed no cognitive differences from the healthy control group, indicating that the attentional functioning of the patients with depression had already recovered. 13, 14 Another viewpoint is that the negative attentional bias of RD patients is not immediately eased and improved. For example, a study revealed that the characteristics of RD patients and current depressed patients were the same, and both groups exhibited attentional bias toward sad faces and were found to have no attentional bias toward positive information. 3 Some researchers have found that depressed patients with impaired attentional functioning continue to show impairments even after their depressive symptoms have been alleviated or recovered, the reasons for which remain unclear. [15] [16] [17] Other studies also showed that the cognitive functioning of depressed patients was independent of their depressive symptoms, which was the main reason that these patients had not recovered normal social functioning even in remission. 18, 19 Furthermore, behavioural, event-related potential and neuroimaging studies have revealed that negative attentional bias lingers in RD patients. [20] [21] [22] [23] A free-viewing study using a 2 Â 2 expression matrix task with dysphoric, disgusting, positive, and neutral pictures as stimuli found that for the initial attentional orientation toward negative information, depressed patients spent a longer time gazing at the dysphoric pictures but less time on the positive pictures, showing no attentional orientation biases toward negative information. 8 Another study used five types of emotional facial expressions (sad, angry, fearful, disgusted, and happy) and a 2 Â 2 expression matrix free-viewing tasks (with a rendering duration of 10 s) and did not observe an initial attentional orientation bias toward negative information in current or former depressed patients. 24 Another study used pictures of happy, angry, sad, and neutral faces as stimuli in their freeviewing tasks of paired pictures with one emotional face and one neutral face; the authors did not find an initial attentional orientation bias toward negative information. 5 However, another eye-tracking study observed an initial orienting bias using depression-related pictures as stimuli. 25 Multiple factors account for the inconsistency in these previous findings, which include (but are not limited to) the experimental stimuli, the experimental paradigms, and, in particular, the different alleviation levels of the depression symptoms. For example, in early studies, emotional words were often used as stimuli, 26, 27 because pictures used as stimuli were more likely to induce attentional bias in depressed patients than emotional words. 28 In particular, the emotional faces of real people are more capable of generating attentional bias than abstract emotional faces, 29 because the former contain more interpersonal communication information, which is lacking in the latter. However, it is worth noting that depression-related stimuli could well induce negative attentional bias in depressed patients, while dysphoria-related stimuli such as threat stimuli might fail to induce this bias in the same patients. 1 Frequently used experimental paradigms included the reaction time-based emotional Stroop colour-naming task, the dot-probes detecting task, the cue-target mode, and the free-viewing task based on eye movement tracking.
In studies of attentional bias using a reaction time-based technique, 30, 31 the attention of the subjects is examined through pressing keys, in which there is a relationship between key pressing and attention to a 'snapshot' picture and reaction times are recorded at the 'distal' time point of the attention. The 'snapshot' function can only implicitly evaluate the time course of attention because it cannot accurately capture the fixation time and spatial position of the eye movement. 1, 32, 33 Therefore, it does not reveal dynamic attentional processes or whether the subject had generated attention in the time between the 'snapshot' and the key press. Therefore, reaction-time measurement cannot explicitly reflect the real-time course and spatial location of attention, and these deficiencies in temporal and spatial characteristics have restrained investigations of attentional processes and attentional components (attention orienting and attention maintenance). Taking into account the limitations of reaction-time measurements alone, eye-tracking techniques have been increasingly applied. Unlike the camera-style reaction-time technique, eye-tracking is more like 'videotaping', providing a relatively continuous and direct measurement of the temporal and spatial processes of attention, and it is more conducive to investigations of the various attentional components of this bias.
The free-viewing paradigm is a common method employed in attentional bias studies using eye tracking. 34 It simultaneously provides synchronized and multiperspective measurements of distinct attentional modes, such as the initial orientation components and the attention maintenance components. One advantage of the freeviewing paradigm is that it more naturally acquires eye movements and is not affected by 'utilitarian' requirements such as 'pressing the key as soon as possible', as in the reaction-time technique, thereby more truly reflecting the subject's attentional bias.
Based upon the existing research, 5 the present investigation used pictures of a real person's emotional expressions, which contain more ecological effects and interpersonal relationship information, to design a 2 Â 2 facial expression matrix, and happy, sad, and neutral faces were rendered via the free-viewing paradigm. To simultaneously determine the two components of attentional bias in RD patients, the measurement methods for orientation and maintenance of attention were similar to those of previous research. 5 However, gaze count rather than the initial fixation duration was used to examine the maintenance components of initial attention, and the later fixation count rather than the total fixation time was used to measure the later-stage attentional maintenance components. Specifically, the initial fixation location was used to determine the attention orientation components, while the gaze count and later fixation count were used to determine the attention maintenance components in the early and later stages. The reason for using the gaze count rather than the fixation duration as the indicator to investigate the attentional components is that the accuracy of calculation based on the gaze count within the region of interest is generally much higher than that based on the fixation duration.
This present study's first hypothesis was that compared with a healthy control (HC) group, the RD group would not show the initial orienting bias in attention, which would be consistent with the results of most previous research in current depressed or RD patients. 24 The second hypothesis was that consistent with the results of previous research, 25 relative to the HC group, RD patients would not show the initial orienting bias in attention toward emotional faces, and that attentional bias would occur at the later stage of attention maintenance. The third hypothesis was that at the later stage of attentional maintenance, the attentional bias of RD patients would be eased in a 'bi-directional' manner, in which compared with the HC group, RD patients would improve their lack of positive attentional bias while successfully alleviating their excessive negative attention bias.
Patients and methods

Study participants
This cross-sectional study included RD patients and sex-and age-matched HC subjects between January 2014 and December 2015. All RD patients were depressed patients who were treated in the Mood Disorders Centre & China Clinical Research Centre for Mental Disorders, Beijing Anding Hospital, Capital Medical University, Beijing, China and whose depressive symptoms were successfully alleviated and they were discharged in the remission stage <1 week previously. Inclusion criteria for depression to be successfully alleviated in RD patients were as follows: (i) score on the Clinical Global Impression -severity of illness ¼ 1; 35 (ii) score on the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale < 7;
36 (iii) score on the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) < 10; 37 (iv) aged 18-60 years, right-handed; (v) normal vision or corrected-to-normal vision, without colour blindness or other eye diseases; and (vi) capable of performing the eye-tracking test.
The HC subjects were recruited by advertisement from the local population of the Xicheng District of Beijing. The inclusion criteria for the HC subjects were as follows: (i) assessed by a simple interview to exclude past or current mental disorder; 24 (ii) BDI score < 4; (iii) aged 18-60 years of age, right-handed; (iv) normal vision or corrected-to-normal vision, without colour blindness and other eye diseases; and (v) capable of completing the eye-tracking test. According to BDI standards, a score of 0-13 represents no depression. 37 To ensure the mental health of the HC group, only those with a BDI score < 4 were enrolled. G*Power 3.1.9.2 software was used to calculate to the sample size needed for the study, in which the medium effect quantity was set to r2 ¼ 0.3, with a significance level alpha ¼ 0.05, and statistical test force of 1-beta ¼ 0.95. 38 Based on the calculation, the sample size required was at least 27 participants in each group.
During the interview, none of the subjects showed signs of disorders of verbal communication or facial expression recognition. All of the participants provided written informed consent and were remunerated after the test was completed. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Beijing Anding Hospital, Capital Medical University, China (no.
2014[65]).
Experimental materials
All facial expression pictures were from the NimStim set of facial expressions. 39 Twenty pictures each representing happy, neutral, and sad facial expressions (with each face having three different expressions) were used in the test. After pretreatment, the size, brightness, and resolution of the images were unified.
Experimental paradigm
This study used a free-viewing paradigm. The test tasks included the viewing of two types of facial expression (happy and sad faces). The task for each type consisted of four facial expression pictures, placed at four different quadrant locations (upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower right), as shown in Figure 1 . To ensure that the facial expression rather than other features of the face would cause the attentional shift, in each task, images of different facial expressions from the same person (3 neutral and 1 happy, or 3 neutral and 1 sad) were used. There were 40 trials in the study, in which the duration of each trial was 13 s, and the overall test duration was 520 s. The number of happy or sad faces appearing at different positions was balanced to reduce position effects.
Experimental procedure
The study used a Tobii T120 Eye Tracker (Tobii Pro, Stockholm, Sweden) with a sampling rate of 120 Hz. The test materials were rendered on a 17-inch colour liquid crystal display with a resolution of 1024 Â 768. The distance between the subject and the display was approximately 60 cm. The tests were conducted in the Eye Movement Laboratory of Beijing Anding Hospital.
The experimental procedure was as follows. First, at the centre of the screen, a white cross was presented for a duration of 1000 ms, and the colour of the sign sometimes changed. When the colour changed, the subjects were asked to respond (the purpose of which was to ensure that the subjects' gaze was directed at the centre of the screen). 5, 40 Then, stimuli were displayed on the screen for 10 000 ms, 24 while the subject was asked to free-view the faces. Next, a black screen was rendered for 2000 ms, and after the disappearance of the black screen, the next stimuli task proceeded. During the test, subjects were asked to keep their heads as still as possible.
Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS Õ statistical package, version 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) for Windows Õ . Sex differences between the RD and HC groups were tested using the 2 -test and differences in age and education were analysed using independent sample ttest. A P-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
The screen was divided into four different regions of interest each corresponding to one face. In this study, three eye movement indices were used: first fixation location, gaze count, and later fixation count. The first fixation location was the participant's initial fixation location during each stimuli task, which reflected their initial fixation orientation or their initial gaze direction. The gaze count for each type of stimuli, was defined as the gaze count of the participant gazing at certain region of interest from the time of the initial gazing to the time when the gaze left the current region of interest, which represents the maintenance component of initial attention. The later fixation count for each stimuli type was the difference between the total fixation count at a certain region of interest and the gaze count. With respect to the gaze count, the difference between the total fixation count and the gaze count was defined as the fixation count of the attentional later period (later fixation count), which represented the maintenance component of attentional later stage. A mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 2 (group: RD, HC) Â2 (emotional category: happy, sad) repeated measures was conducted to analyse the eye movement indices. A paired t-test was conducted on the emotion categories.
The bias score was calculated as follows. Compared with the absolute indicators, the relative attentional bias score can better reflect attentional bias in emotional information processing, 10 in accordance with which the relative attentional bias scores of three attentional indices of happy and sad faces were calculated, respectively. For the first fixation location score, the percentage of the count of the participant's fixation on happy faces (or sad faces) rather than on neutral faces was calculated. For the scores for gaze count and later fixation count, the count was acquired from the region of interest in which the emotional faces (happy or sad faces) resided was subtracted from the mean of the counts that were acquired from the region of interest occupied by the three neutral faces. The significance of the bias scores was based on the differences that had been used in a previous study, 5 in which, when the score of the first fixation location was >25%, it denoted the presence of an attentional bias for emotional faces, and when the score was 25%, it denoted the absence of an attentional bias for emotional faces. When the scores for the gaze and later fixation counts were >0, they denoted the presence of attentional bias for emotional faces, and when the scores were 0, they denoted the absence of an attentional bias for emotional faces.
Results
This study included 27 RD patients and 27 sex-and age-matched HC subjects. The RD patients had different histories of depression, in which the mean AE SD duration of episodes was 7.31 AE 6.93 years (the duration from the first episode to the last episode), the mean AE SD number of episodes was 2.41 AE 0.91, and the mean AE SD time since the last episode was 22.26 AE 8.37 days. The demographic and clinical data for the two groups are shown in Table 1 .
Using first fixation location as the dependent variable and the types of subjects and emotions as the independent variables, a 2 (group: RD, HC) Â 2 (emotional category: happy, sad) two-factor mixed-model ANOVA was performed to investigate the initial orientation bias toward different emotional types in the two groups. No significant interaction of group Â type of emotion was observed (F [1, 52] ¼ 0.64, P ¼ 0.43, 2 ¼ 0.01). The main effect of group was not significant (F [1, 52] ¼ 0.13, P ¼ 0.72, 2 ¼ 0.00), indicating there were no significant differences in the initial gaze direction toward the facial expressions between the two groups ( Figure 2) .
The results for the gaze count are shown in Figure 3 To determine which group viewed the happy faces more frequently in the later stage of attention, a paired t-test was conducted on the emotion types and the results are shown in Figure 4a . The subjects in the Data presented as n of patients or mean AE SD. No significant between-group differences (P ! 0.05); sex differences were tested using 2 -test and differences in age, education, BDI score and HAMD score were analysed using independent sample t-test. BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; HAMD, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale. Although a main effect of group was absent, because of the presence of the interaction between the group and the emotional type, the inter-group difference was analysed. As shown in Figure 4b , the RD group had significantly less bias toward happy faces than the HC group did (t [52] ¼ -2.05, P < 0.05, d ¼ 0.57), indicating that the RD group's attentional bias for happy faces was less than that of the HC group. Regarding the bias toward sad faces, although the RD group viewed the sad faces slightly more than the HC group did, there were no significant differences between the two groups (t [52] ¼ 1.28, P ¼ 0.21, d ¼ 0.36), indicating that the late stage negative attentional bias in the RD group was effectively eased.
Discussion
In this present study, fixation location patterns were obtained using a free-viewing strategy for the attentional bias of the RD and HC groups toward emotional faces. The initial orientation bias, the initial attention maintenance bias and the later-stage attention maintenance bias were investigated.
The first hypothesis for this present study was that compared with the HC group, the RD group would show no initial orientation bias toward emotional faces. With respect to initial orientation, the main effect between groups was not significant, which left us unable to verify the first hypothesis. A large number of previous studies have shown that depressed patients exhibit no initial orientation bias. 5, 8, 24, 41, 42 Thus, there is no reason to believe that the depressed patients in this study would show attentional bias while in remission. However, inconsistent with these current findings as well as those of most of the previous studies, 5, 8, 24, 41, 42 a previous study found that formerly depressed patients had an initial orientation bias toward negative information but showed no such bias toward positive information. 25 This discrepancy might be mostly caused by the sex difference in the subjects as the previous study focused on female RD patients, 25 while in this present study, both males and females were enrolled, although the number of male patients was only 1/3 of the female patients. In fact, multiple studies have shown that women in puberty, after childbirth, and during menopause have greater mood swings and are more prone to anxiety and depression compared with women at other stages in their reproduction lives. [43] [44] [45] Compared with men, women also have longer depressive episodes and are also more prone to relapse. 46 These findings imply that the attentional bias of RD patients may exhibit a sex difference, which requires further investigation.
The second hypothesis of this present study was that compared with the HC group, the RD patients would show no initial attention maintenance bias toward emotional faces and that their attentional bias would occur in the later stage of attention maintenance, which was supported by the current results that there was no significant main effect of group on gaze counts. These current results are consistent with those of previous studies on current depressed patients as well as RD patients, all indicating that attentional bias occurs at the later stage of attention rather than the early stages of attention. [2] [3] [4] [5] 41 The characteristics of the bias sensitivity toward the later stage of attention in depressed patients revealed that these patients exhibited detailed and careful attentional processing of depressionrelated information, and the depressionrelated stimuli were more likely to cause contemplation (one of the core features of depression) in these patients, thereby deepening the attentional maintenance of the mood-congruent depression-related information. 4 The third hypothesis of this present study was that in the later stage of attention maintenance, the attentional bias of the RD patients would exhibit 'bi-directional' alleviation, i.e., relative to the HC group, the lack of positive attention bias of the RD patients would be improved while the excessive negative attention bias would also be successfully eased. The current results only partially validated this hypothesis, i.e., the negative attentional bias in the RD patients did not significantly differ from that in the HC group and was successfully mitigated. However, compared with the HC group, the RD group still lagged behind in their positive attentional bias, which did not reach the levels of the HC group. The BDI score of the RD patients recruited in this study was <10, which indicated that the depressive mood of the RD patients was effectively alleviated; however, the current finding that the RD patients' attentional bias did not achieve 'bidirectional' alleviation was unanticipated. This result regarding an insufficient positive stimuli bias in the RD patients is consistent with the results of a previous study in depressed patients, 6 but in conflict with other research that showed that the lack of positive attentional bias in RD patients was also successfully mitigated. 24 These current results illustrate that the depressed mood of the RD patients was eased and improved, but they still exhibited deficits in their attentional maintenance and processing motivation for positive stimuli; furthermore, their 'protective' attentional bias was far from being established, with inadequate sensitivity toward the external reward stimuli likely being one of the critical reasons for the relapse tendency of depressive symptoms in these patients. It has been demonstrated that attention training toward positive stimuli could improve attentional bias toward positive stimuli; 47 therefore, in addition to medical treatment, RD patients in remission should also be offered attentional training toward positive stimuli. 48 It has been found in previous research that when performing the free-viewing task, depressed patients lowered their attentional maintenance of positive stimuli while enhancing the attentional maintenance viewing of depression-related negative stimuli. 1 The results obtained in this present study indicate that although the RD patients had a slightly higher attentional bias toward sad faces than the HC group did, there were no significant differences between the two groups, indicating that the excessive processing of negative information by the RD patients disappeared with the easing of their depressive symptoms. However, the most significant discrepancy between these present results and those of previous studies lies in the negative attentional bias of the RD patients. For example, some researchers believe that RD patients' negative attentional bias does not ease and continues to lingers, 3, 17 mainly because the cognitive functioning of depressed patients is independent of their depressive symptoms, and thus the attentional functioning of RD patients cannot consciously be recovered. 19, 22 However, other investigators have presented evidence supporting the notion that the negative attentional bias of RD patients can be successfully eased with the disappearance of depressive symptoms, [12] [13] [14] which supports these current results.
With the prolongation of the remission stage, negative events and chronic stress will be increased, which will increase the risk of recurrence of depression. Therefore, differences in the duration of remission may be one of the key reasons for the current conflicting results compared with previous studies of the attentional biases of RD patients. Accordingly, the RD patients included in this present study were recommended by their doctor and had only recently entered the remission stage (within 1 week). It is our opinion that the attention bias of RD patients at the beginning stage of the remission period more realistically reflects the cognitive functioning of depressed patients at the initial successful alleviation of their condition.
In addition, Beck's theory of depression reflects that cognitive biases are a trait-like feature of depressed patients, 49 but there are contradictions in current studies. Attentional functioning is an important basis and a component of cognitive functioning. The present study on the attentional bias of RD patients investigated whether attention dysfunction was present at the immediate cessation of a depressive episode. If it is, the findings suggest that attentional bias is a trait-like feature; if not, it is a state-like feature. These current results show that, compared with HC subjects, there was still a lack of positive attentional bias in RD individuals, and there was no negative attentional bias, which may suggest that the lack of positive attentional bias is a trait-like feature, while negative attentional bias is a state-like feature.
The present study had several limitations: First, only a cross-sectional comparison study was conducted; so the lack of a longitudinal comparison was unfavourable for the causal interpretation of the attentional bias. Secondly, although the sample size in this study was similar to that used in a previous similar eye-tracking study, 5 it would be easier to identify the inter-group differences with a larger sample size. The effect size (the 2 value of the main effect and the d value of the paired t-test) that is independent of the sample size was provided to help elucidate any significant differences. Therefore, in future studies, a longitudinal investigation should be undertaken and the sample size should be appropriately increased so that the characteristics of attentional bias in RD patients can be better understood. Thirdly, this present study enrolled RD patients who had just entered into remission (<1 week). The inclusion of another RD group with a longer period of remission (e.g., >6 months and without recurrence) is warranted to investigate the effects of the remission period itself on attentional bias. Moreover, there were also no comparisons between currently depressed patients and RD patients. Although this did not affect the current investigation of the attentional bias of RD patients, it was not conducive to investigating the improvement of attentional bias.
In conclusion, this present study shows that the negative attentional bias of depressed patients in remission was successfully eased, while their defects in attentional bias toward positive information were only partially relieved, which may suggest that the lack of positive attentional bias is a traitlike feature, while negative attentional bias is a state-like feature. If these results can be confirmed in future studies, they would be very helpful for relief treatment and attention training in depressed patients in remission. 
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